It is proved that if M" is a branched covering of a sphere, branched over a manifold, so is M" x Sm, but the number of sheets is one more. In particular, the n-dimensional torus is an n-fold simple covering of S" branched over an orientable manifold. The proof involves the development of a new technique to perform equivariant handle addition. Other consequences of this technique are given.
1. Introduction. The techniques used in [5] to raise surgeries to three-dimensional branched covering spaces and the corresponding cobordism versions of those ([6] and [1] ) suggest an immediate generalization to high dimensions. Thus we begin by studying the problem of adding handles equivariantly to a branched covering space. We show that we can perform equivariant surgeries in spheres of codimension > 2 under two restrictions. First, the sphere must be "symmetric". (This can be accomplished when the sphere has dimension 1 ([6] and [1] ), but it seems to be difficult, if not impossible, to establish it in general.) The second restriction is that, in some dimensions, not all of the surgeries can be lifted even if the sphere is symmetric. This is an "equivariant framing" problem (see the appendix).
The first restriction can be partially removed if we increase by one the number of sheets of the covering. In fact, doing this, we show that we can attach handles equivariantly along some "nonsymmetric" spheres of codimension > 2. The restriction now is that the projection of the sphere must be an embedded, unknotted sphere disjoint from the branching set. By this new technique we can already solve certain problems. For example, in response to a question posed by Edmonds and Bernstein, if M" is a branched covering of a sphere, branched over a manifold, so is M" X Sm, but the number of sheets is one more. In particular, the four-dimensional torus is a 4-fold branched covering of S4, branched over an orientable 2-manifold. (Note that it cannot be 3-fold by [3] .) Other consequences involve representations of open-books and mapping tori as branched covering spaces.
In a second part of this paper we will study the problem of attaching handles along "nonsymmetric" spheres of codimension 2 when the projection is knotted.
The authors would like to express their appreciation to the referee for helpful observations. Except for the appendix, we work throughout in the PL category. Thus all spaces and maps will be assumed PL without it being explicitly stated. Moreover all "moves" and alterations of maps and spaces will occur at places where the branch set is a locally flat manifold. A manifold Xk in a manifold Ym is locally flat if every point x G X has a closed neighborhood U in Y such that (U, U n X) is PL homeomorphic to the standard ball pair (Dm; Dk). (A) We use the notation p: M" ->(N", B" ) for an h to one-branched covering space with branch set B"~2 c N", where N" is a closed, orientable manifold. We call a point x G B"~2 simple if p~x(x) contains h -1 points and we call the branched covering/? simple if every point of B"~2 is simple. Such simple branched coverings correspond to representations from irx(N" -B"~2) into the symmetric group of h letters in which meridians are represented by transpositions.
We use the notation M" X Ix u+Hk to represent the result of adding a fc-handle to M" X Ix along M" X {1} using some embedding ip: Sk~x X D"~k+X -> M". We use x(^"> </0 to indicate the manifold resulting from surgery in M" corresponding to i//. We say this surgery is type (k, n -k + 1) surgery.
3. The standard branched covering of a handle. There is a standard 2-fold covering Dn+2 -> Dn+2 branched over the standard D". It can be constructed, for instance, by cutting open D"+2 along the closure of one of the components of Dn+X -D", taking two copies of the resulting (n + 2)-ball and pasting them together in the obvious way. The restriction of this covering to Sn+X gives the standard 2-fold covering S"+1-> Sn+1 branched over the standard S"~x. Both coverings are characterized by having an unknotted branch set.
Given integers a, b > 0, a + b = n, there is also a standard branched covering S" X Db+X-+Dn + X, branched over an embedded S"~x X Db. Again, it is uniquely characterized by having a standard (i.e. "unknotted") branched set. It is constructed, for example as follows:
Let Da c Sn+X be a disc such that D" n S"~x = S"~x. Let TV be a regular neighborhood of D", which restricts to a regular neighborhood of Sa~x in S"~x. Then N is homeomorphic to Dn + X and the inverse image of N under the standard 2-fold covering S"+1 -> Sn+X branched over S"~x is a regular neighborhood of D" u D" = S" and is, therefore, homeomorphic to S" X Db+X. The branching set is N n Sn~', which is a regular neighborhood of Sa~x in S"~x, and is, therefore, homeomorphic to S"~x X Db.
Take an unknotted «-disc E" X Eb, properly embedded in D"+2, which intersects DH+X and Z>"+I in oEa X Eb and E" X oEb, respectively. Thus we have a (2) 2-fold branched covering Q: Dn+2^>(Dn+2, E" X Eb) which is equivalent to the standard one. The restrictions of Q to the inverse images of D"_+x and £>"+1, define coverings (2) qx: S" X Db+x^iD1+x, oEa X Eb),
q2: Da+X X Sb->iDn++x, Ea X dEb)
which are equivalent to the standard coverings defined above.
The following lemma is now clear. (ii) N' n S"H = «(95/" X I"-" X 0).
Then, p~xN' is homeomorphic to S" X Db+X. We can constructp~N' by cutting N' open along a((/a -Int \la) X 0), taking two copies of this, and pasting them together in the obvious way. Then property (ii) of a implies that we have a product structure &: S" X Db + X -+p~xN' such that the following diagram is commutative a Sa x Db+\ _^a r+x -> where q is the standard 2-fold branched covering. We call a a framing for the disc D", and the "symmetric" framing ä for Sa X 0 in p~xN is called the lifting of the framed disc D". 4 . Connecting spheres with tubes. Let 2™ and 2™ be disjoint framed w-spheres in the interior of a manifold M". We take an embedding a: I" -» M" such that:
(i) ail") n (27 U ZJ) = a(3/' X Im X 0);
(ii) the product structure defined by a coincides with the framings of 27, 2™, where they are simultaneously defined. Now we define a framed sphere 2^2 which is the connected sum, obtained by running a tube from 2^ to 2™ along ail1 X 0), as follows. The sphere 2™2 is 2," u 27 u ailx X d{-Im X 0) -a(3/' X \lm X 0). Now, one can easily define a framing for 2™2» which coincides with the framings of 2^, 2™, where they are p~xN \p N License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use simultaneously defined, and also coincides with the product structure defined by a, along the tube a(/' X d{-Im X 0). This framing will be called canonical.
Lemma 2. // 2™ is the boundary of a disc A2+x c M", then the sphere 2™2 is ambient isotopic to the sphere 2^. //, in addition, the framing of 2™ extends over A2+x, then the sphere 2™2, with canonical framing, is ambient isotopic to the framed sphere 2,1.
Proof. The first part is clear: The support of the isotopy is a regular neighborhood of A2"+x u a(/m+1 X 0) in M". For the second assertion assume that ß: I" -+ M" extends the framing of 2^ to A?*1. Assume ßi{lm+x X 0) = ù^+x. By property (ii) of a, we can match a and ß to get an embedding y: I"-* M" extending both a and ß, and such that y(/",+ l X0) = A"+Iu a(/m+1 X 0) due to property (i) of a. We use a regular neighborhood of the image of y to isotope the framed 27>2 onto the framed 2^. This proves the lemma.
5. Adding handles equi variant I y along symmetric spheres. Assume we have p:
be a commutative diagram, where 0 < k < n -2 and $, i|/ are embeddings. Definition. 2* = \piSk X {0}) is called a symmetric k-sphere with respect to p, and \p is called a symmetric framing for 2*.
In the statement of the next lemma, the reflection through D"~x c D" is denoted by an. Hk+X is an h to one-branched covering space of N" X Ix, such that: (i) the branching set is homeomorphic to Bn~2 X Ix \j^ Hk; (ii) the restriction of the covering to M" X {-1} is p; (iii) the restriction of the covering to aWn+x -M" X {-1} defines a covering X(P, *, *): X(M", j)(^{N", X(R"-2, *)), where x(R"-2, >W iJ embedded in N" as iB"'2 -xPidEk X E"-k'1)) U ^a"iEk X dE"-"'1);
(iv) the properties of p being simple or having B"~2 a locally flat manifold remain in XÍP, 4>, #)• Remark. For k ¥= 1 the existence of \p such that (Image tf<) n B"~2 is simple implies the existence of >p, making the above diagram commutative. This is not true, in general, for k = 1.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let U and U denote the images of \p and \p, respectively. Since U n B"~2 consists only of simple points, p~xU -U is composed of h -2 components which p maps homeomorphically onto U.
Take the disjoint union of Mn X Ix,h -2 disjoint copies of Dn+' and one copy of Z>*+I X D"~k. Glue one copy of Dn+X to each of the h -2 "ball" components of p~xU X {1} along Dn_, using/? ~ ty. Glue the copy of Dk+X X D"~k to Û X {1} along Sk X D"~k, using \p. In this way we obtain a manifold homeomorphic to W+x.
Let
iXn + x, C~l) = (A"1 X 71 u Dn+X, B"-2 X Ix u Ek X E"-k-x), where iDn + x, Ek X ElTk~x) is glued to (AT, B"'2) X {1} along (£/, U n R"~2) X {1} using \p. P: Dn+X -> Dn+X is the identity in the h -2 "ball" copies; and P: Dk+X X D"~k -* Dn + X is the standard double branched covering Q on the copy that is glued to M" X {1} along U X {1}. A check of definitions shows that P is well defined and is in fact an h to one-branched covering map with branch set C-1 homeomorphic toR""2 X /' u+Hk. The manifold X"+x can be identified with N" X Ix via a homeomorphism fixed on N" -U, since we have just glued an (« + l)-ball D"+x to N" along the «-ball Dn_. This identification can be done by pushing D"+x down into N" X Ix along the fibers of the natural retraction D"+x -* D". This shows that the branching set of P\xiM", $) is (R""2 -U) u ^oniEk X aE"-k-x). This proves the lemma.
The following corollary will be used in the next section. where M" u S" is the disjoint union. Apply Lemma 2 for k = 0 using an embedding \p whose image intersects M" and S". Note that 4>iD° X S"~2) is the boundary of a ball which does not meet B"~2. Identify M" # S" with M". □ 6. Constructing symmetric spheres. Assume we have/?: M" -^>iSn, B" ) and an w-sphere 2m embedded in S", such that m < n -2 and S = /?_12m consists of h spheres S » 2? U • • • U2£ (necessarily 2m n B"~2 = 0; if w ^= 1 this is also sufficient). Let a: Sm X D"~m -> U denote a framing on a regular neighborhood U of 2m. Then a induces framings on neighborhoods of the 2™.
Take a simple arc a from 2m to B"~2 which intersects the branch set at one of its endpoints P and the sphere 2m only at its other endpoint Q. Assume that P is a simple point. Thus, there is one, and only one, component ä of p xa which connects two of the 27", say 27 and 2".
There is an embedding ß: I" -> S" onto a regular neighborhood of a such that (i) a = ßi[s, t] X 0), for some [s,t] <z Ix; (ii) ßil") n R""2 = ßit x I"'2 x 0) consists of simple points;
(iii) ßil") n 2m = ßis X Im X 0); (iv) the product structures defined by a and ß coincide where they are both defined (i.e. near ß(s X I"~x)).
Let Am be the disc 2m u ß([s, t] X d\lm X 0) -ßis X \lm X 0). There is now a product structure y: I" -* U' on a regular neighborhood of Am in M, which coincides with a and ß where they are simultaneously defined. Moreover y(7") n B"~2 consists of simple points. It is now easily checked that Am is a framed disc as defined at the end of §3. We will say that the framed Am is obtained by running a tube from the framed 2m to B"~2 along a.
Lemma 4. The lifting of the framed disc Am is a disjoint union of h -2 discs and a framed symmetric m-sphere 2™2 which is the result of running a tube from the framed 27 to the framed 27. Moreover 2^2 has a canonical framing.
Proof. The product structure defined by the lifting of y is compatible with the product structures defined by the liftings of a and ß. But it is a consequence of property (ii) of ß that the lifting of ß fulfills the conditions which serves to define a canonical framing. The rest of the proof is clear. M"->(S", B" ) and a set S c M" composed of a number of (framed) disjoint spheres of codimension > 2, embedding in M".
Definition.
We say that X can be made symmetric iframed symmetric) with respect top if there is an ambient isotopy in M" such that each component of S is mapped into a symmetric sphere with respect to /? (and the framings of the components of S are mapped into symmetric framings with respect top).
Let 2m be an m-sphere embedded in S" such that (i) m < n -2 andp~x~Em consists of h m-spheres S = 27 U • • • U2™ (necessarily 2m n B"~2 = 0; if m ¥= 1 this is also sufficient), (ii) 2m bounds a ball AJ,+ 1 in Sn. We take a framing for 2m which extends to AJ"+1. The framed 2m induces framings on neighborhoods of the 2J" which we call natural. Theorem 1. The set S = 2f u ■ • • U2", with the natural framings, can be made framed symmetric with respect to p, i.e. the result of adding a trivial sheet to p.
Proof. We obtain/: M" -» (S", R"~2 u C"2) by addition of a trivial sheet to /?. We can assume that the ball A,~', which C~2 bounds, does not meet AJ1"1"1 u B"~2. The inverse image/~'2m of the framed 2m consists of the framed spheres 27, . . ., 2™ and a new framed m-sphere 2™+1. Note that this sphere bounds a disc A7+1, which covers the disc AJ1"1"1, and that the framing of 27+1 extends to A7+1.
Let C"~2 be the component of p~xC~2 consisting of the points at which/ is not a local homeomorphism. Consider one of the inverse images of 2m by /?, say 27, and choose an arc ä from 27 to C"~2 with the following properties:
(i) The projection/ sends ä homeomorphically onto its image, which we call a; (ii) the arc a intersects the branch set only at one of its endpoints P, on C~2, and the ball A7+1 only at its other endpoint Q, on 2m.
We obtain a framed disc Am from the framed 2m by running a tube from 2m to C"~2 along a (see §6). By Lemma 4 one of the components of the inverse image of the framed Am is a framed symmetric m-sphere 27A+1 which is the result of running a tube from the framed 27 to the framed 27+,.
Since the framed sphere 2^+1 bounds a disc and its framing extends to it, we can use Lemma 2 to deduce that the framed symmetric 27*+ x is ambient isotopic to the framed sphere 27-Choosing another one of the 2™, say 27, we can do this again, First we must shrink the sphere 2m so that the image of the shrinking does not intersect a regular neighborhood of 2m. By general position, since m < n -2, we can choose an arc ä2 so that pä2 does not intersect a, and now we can repeat the entire process. This proves Theorem 1.
Applications.
Theorem 2. Let p: M" -» S" be an h to one-branched covering. For any m > 0 there is an h + 1 to one-branched covering p: M" X Sm -h» Sn+m. If B"~2 c S" is the branch set for p then the branch set for p is homeomorphic to the disjoint union B"~2 X Sm U Bm+n~2 where Bm+n~2 is obtained by a sequence of h surgeries of codimension m on a im + n -2)-sphere. Moreover, when m = 2, these surgeries are performed along unknotted spheres. In particular, if B"~2 is orientable so is the new branch set, and if p is a simple branched covering so is p.
Proof. Let /: D" -» S" be the inclusion of a ball away from the branch set and let a: D" X Sm -* S" X Sm be the embedding i X 1. Let «" . . . , &h be the embeddings of D" X Sm -+ M" X Sm obtained by the h different lifts of a in the branched covering p X 1: M" X Sm -> S" X Sm. We do surgeries of type (m + 1, «) on a and á" . . . , áh simultaneously. This gives rise to a branched covering /: Mn+m -+ Sn+m where Mn+m is obtained from M" X Sm by the h surgeries on the â,.(Z>" X Sm), and Sn + m is obtained from S" X Sm by the surgery on aiD" X Sm).
Let A" be S" -int /(£)") and let k: Dm -» Sm be an embedding. Then (id x*)
A" X Dm -» iS" -int /(/>")) XS% Sa+m defines an embedding /?'. Restricting ß' to (A" -int A¿) X Dm we get an embedding ß: S"~x X I X Dm -► Sn+m where A£ c Int A" has been chosen large enough so that A" -int A£ does not intersect the branched set.
Let /?,,..., ßh: S"~x X I X Dm -» Mn+m be the h distinct lifts of ß, indexed so that image ßj intersects image <5y for 1 < j < h.
Since ßiS"~x X 0 X {0}) is disjoint from the branch set and bounds an «-disc in Sn+m, Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 show that we may alter the « to one-branched covering /: Mn+m -» sn+m to obtain the « + 1 to one-branched covering /:
xA/n + m-> S" + m where xMn+m is obtained from Mn+m by surgeries of type («, m + 1) on the embeddings /?,, . . ., ßh. The surgery of type (m + 1, «) on afollowed by the surgery of type («, m + 1) on yS, has no effect on the topological type of M" X S" at all because of the particular definition of the embedding ß. Thus xMn+m = M" X Sm. The truth of the statements about the branch set and simplicity of the coverings follows easily from Theorem 1, Lemma 3 and the construction.
Corollary
2. The manifold S"' X ■ ■ ■ S"* is a simple k-fold branched covering of gn,+ ■■■ +nk brancned Qvçf an orientable, codimension 2, locally flat manifold.
In particular we note that the «-dimensional torus is an «-fold branched covering space of S". If the branch set of p: M" -* S" was an orientable manifold so is the new branch set.
Proof. We can assume by restricting to a smaller ball, that the ball/?(R") = B" is disjoint from the branch set. The "mapping torus" of / is an « to one-branched covering space of the "mapping torus" of / = pfp~x. This manifold is iS" X I /ix, 0) = ifix), 1)) which is homeomorphic to S" X Sx, via a homeomorphism fixing B" X I/ix, 0) = ix, 1) because/is isotopic to the identity using the Alexander trick. We can do type (2, n)-surgery on B" X Sx and each of its « lifts to obtain the h to one-branched covering q: X" + x -> S"+x, where X"+x is a manifold obtained from the mapping torus of / by « surgeries. Now we can add a trivial sheet and use Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 to kill all « of the surgeries, proving part (a), or to kill only h -1 of the surgeries, proving part (b).
Appendix: The framing restriction. In this appendix we will work in the differential category.
Let 2* be a symmetric A>sphere with respect to/?: Af"-» (A", B"~2) as at the beginning of §5.
The different ways of attaching a (A; + l)-handle to M" X Ix along the tube Ô = 4>(Sk X D"~k) X {1} correspond to the elements of trk(SO(n -k)). In fact, given a function/: Sk -* SO(n -k) we obtain a new embedding ipq>: Sk X D"~k -+M", where ox Sk X D"~k -» Sk X Dn~k is the homeomorphism defined by (p(x, y) = (x, f(x)y). In order that 4«P be symmetric with respect to /? (i.e. be the lifting of some $: (Dn_, dEk X E"-k-x)^>(Nn, Bn~2)) it is necessary and sufficient that <p commutes with the involution (pk+x\Sk) X p"_k defining the covering qx, or equivalently, that f(pk+xx) = p"_kf(x)pn_k, for each x G Sk, where p": D" -+ D" denotes the reflection through Dn~x c D". The group of such functions (modulo homotopies such that f,(pk+xx) -p"_k f,(x)pn_k, for each t G I, x G Sk) is isomorphic to irkiSOin -k), Oin -k -1)). To see this, note that such a function is completely determined by its values on Z)*, and note that/(x) preserves £)"-k~1 if* _ 3D*.
There is a map R: TTk(SO(n -k), 0(n -k -T)-* 7rk(SO(n -k))), defined as follows: If a: (Dk+, Sk~x)^>(SO(n -k), 0(n -k -1)), then R(a) = a on Dk+ and R(a) = pn-kapk + x in Dk_. Thus all the framings o/2* can be made symmetric if and only if R is surjective. One can check that R is surjective if k = 1, 2. If k > 2, then nk(SOin -k), Oin -k -1)) « wt(50(« -k), SOin -k -1)) m TTkiS"~k~x) and it becomes a difficult problem to determine when we can change the sewing map to suit our convenience. For example, for (&, «) = (3, 7), (3, 8) , (4, 8) , R is not surjective.
